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One of the valuable features of JACC and many other 
medical journals is the ed~to~al that accompanies selected 
articles. Although some publications place these editorials 
at the back of an issue, we have continued the JACC 
practice of setting them immediately after the article 
under discussion. This placement maintains the flow of 
information for the reader, who does not have to !%p 
back and forth from one end of an issue to the other. 
Despite the popularity of such editorials, it is difficult o 
find much information on what they should include. Ac- 
cordingly, this Editor’s Page presents he expectations of 
the JACC editors about he purpose and content of these 
contributions. 
we invite ditorials. At our week1 
we select those articles that will 
cepted or returned to the authors for revision. Among 
the latter two groups, there may be an article that is of 
special interest, perhaps even controversial, that one of us 
believes would particularly benefit by an accompanying 
editorial. If so, we then select an appropriate person to 
provide such commentary. Frequently, the writer selected 
has reviewed the article in question. Alternatively, he or 
she is one of our editorial consultants or another authority on 
the topic discussed who is known for a balanced viewpoint. 
An article selected for a companion editorial generally 
has one of the following attributes: 
1. It discusses a new and innovative diagnostic or thera- 
peutic approach t at needs to be examined from the perspec- 
tive of existing knowledge and techniques. 
2. It reports he findings of a large and important clinical 
trial that is likely to have a significant impact on the practice 
of cardiology. 
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3. It reports acontroversial result hat may be counter to 
standard medical tbi~ki~g or practice. 
4. It is judged to have strGng eneral Interest for w 
ev 
0. If you are invite 
write an editorial comment about such an article, we ask 
it in accordance with these guidelines. 
succinct. Your editorial comment shoul 
teed three printed pages. 
2. In general, do not use illustrations, aithougb a concise 
table might be appropriate m some circumstances. 
3. Cite only a few references (usually fewer than 10) that 
pertairr directly to your discussion. 
4. Aim for a catchy and informative title that will capture 
the reader’s attention. 
5. Provide a balanced and f+ discussion, avoiding ex- 
treme statements. 
6. Educate readers by putting the article’s contribution 
into the perspective of existing knowledge. 
7. Be cautious in accepting new ideas and techniques. 
Experience has shown that the first report may be more 
enthusiastic han subsequent reports. 
8. When an article is controversial, fairly outline the 
positions of other in-v’estigators, while avoiding excessive 
criticism. 
9. When reviewing the results of a large clinical trial, try 
to put this information i to the context of the practicing 
physician. How might he results alter the practice of cardi- 
ology? Are additional c inical trials needed? Do the results 
apply only to a selected subgroup? bat patients were 
excluded from the trial? 
10. Always consider the appropriateness of the statistical 
tests used (Glantz SA. It is all in the numbers. J Am Coil 
Cardiol 1993;2 15335-7). Be especially sensitive tothe possibil-, 
ity of overinterpreting information supported by small num- 
bers. 
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